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Geisha selﬁes banned in
Kyoto as foreign tourism
boom takes toll
Geisha neighbourhoods threaten to ﬁne visitors amid
growing complaints of harassment and property damage
Justin McCurry in Tokyo
Tue 5 Nov 2019 06.13 GMT

The geisha and maiko are often snapped on their way to evening appointments in
hotspots around Kyoto. Photograph: xavierarnau/Getty Images

Authorities in Kyoto have banned photography in parts of the city’s main geisha
neighbourhood, amid a ﬂurry of complaints about harassment and bad behaviour by foreign
tourists in the quest for the perfect selﬁe.
The ban, introduced recently on private roads in the city’s Gion district, includes a ﬁne of up
to 10,000 yen (£70), as Kyoto and other sightseeing spots in Japan grapple with the
downside of a boom in visitors that is expected to last long after next summer’s Tokyo
Olympics.
“Tourism pollution” is a growing problem in Kyoto, where tourists ﬂock to ancient shrines
and temples and, in Gion, catch sight of the female entertainers – known locally as geiko –
and maiko apprentices dressed in elaborate kimono on their way to evening appointments.
In response to complaints by residents and businesses, the local ward has put up signs near
narrow streets leading oﬀ Hanamikoji, a public main road, warning visitors not to take
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snapshots.
The neighbourhood is home to exclusive restaurants where geiko and maiko entertain
customers on tatami-mat ﬂoors and over multiple course kaiseki dinners.
In a survey of 300 restaurants and shops in the area, complaints ranged from littering and
smoking while walking, to blocking traﬃc and trespassing. Some said they had witnessed
groups of tourists surroundings taxis carrying geiko and chasing the women along the street
in an attempt to take photographs.
The ban and ﬁne are not legally binding, but local businesses hope the measure will
convince some visitors to have more respect for the neighbourhood and its most colourful
residents.
“Hanamikoji street is a city road, so we can’t prohibit photography there,” Isokazu Ota, a
restaurateur and local council leader, told the Asahi Shimbun. “But by prohibiting it in
private areas, we would like tourists to know that taking pictures in such areas goes against
the local rules.”
The council is also handing out bookmarks and stickers carrying reminders in English and
Chinese about proper behaviour.
Existing signs reminding visitors about etiquette appear to have had little eﬀect on tourist
behaviour. Residents say the explosion in the number of visitors to Kyoto has led to
overcrowded buses, fully booked restaurants and a general din that spoils the city’s miyabi –
the reﬁned atmosphere that draws people to the city in the ﬁrst place.
In a pilot project that will run through early December, tourists are being asked to mind
their manners via a smartphone app that delivers a message in Chinese and English as soon
as they come within 1km of Gion. It requests that they avoid taking photos of geiko and
maiko without permission and touching private property.
A record 31 million people visited Japan last year – up almost 9% from the previous year –
helped by a weaker yen, an easing of visa requirements and the increasing availability of
cheap ﬂights. The government has set a target of 40 million overseas visitors by next year,
rising to 60 million by 2030.

Since you’re here…

… we have a small favour to ask. More people, like you, are reading and supporting the
Guardian’s independent, investigative journalism than ever before. And unlike many news
organisations, we made the choice to keep our reporting open for all, regardless of where
they live or what they can aﬀord to pay.
The Guardian will engage with the most critical issues of our time – from the escalating
climate catastrophe to widespread inequality to the inﬂuence of big tech on our lives. At a
time when factual information is a necessity, we believe that each of us, around the world,
deserves access to accurate reporting with integrity at its heart.
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Our editorial independence means we set our own agenda and voice our own opinions.
Guardian journalism is free from commercial and political bias and not inﬂuenced by
billionaire owners or shareholders. This means we can give a voice to those less heard,
explore where others turn away, and rigorously challenge those in power.
We hope you will consider supporting us today. We need your support to keep delivering
quality journalism that’s open and independent. Every reader contribution, however big or
small, is so valuable. Support The Guardian from as little as €1 – and it only takes a minute.
Thank you.
Support The Guardian
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